
Mathematis 242 { Priniples of AnalysisDisussion 2 { sup(S) ontinuedSeptember 29, 2004BakgroundLast time, we introdued the supremum or least upper bound of a subset S � R.Reall, we say that s = sup(S) if� s is an upper bound of S { x � s is true for all x 2 S, and� if s0 < s, then there exists x 2 S suh that x > s0.The ompleteness axiom, the ruial property of the real numbers, is:Completeness Axiom. If S is nonempty and bounded above in R, then sup(S) existsin R.That is, every nonempty set that is bounded above in R has a least upper bound in R.Today, we want to study further properties of the supremum.Disussion QuestionsA) The seond de�ning property of the supremum s = sup(S) above says: if s0 < s, thenthere exists x 2 S suh that x > s0. Show that this statement is equivalent to saying:If t is any upper bound for S, then t � s. (Note and Hint: In fat, many analysisbooks de�ne the supremum using this alternate form, beause it learly shows thatsup(S) is the \least upper bound" for S. The relation between these statements omesfrom one of our basi logial equivalenes!)B) Let S be a nonempty bounded subset of R. Show that s = sup(S) is unique. Method:Assume that two real numbers s; s0 both satisfy the de�nition, then dedue that smust equal s0.C) Prove that if x < y are any real numbers, then there exist in�nitely many rationalnumbers r with x < r < y. Hint: Last time we showed that there is one suh rationalnumber. Try to extend that proof.D) Let a=b be a rational number written as a fration in lowest terms with 0 < a=b < 1.1) Show using the Arhimedean Property that there exists an integer n suh that1n+ 1 � ab � 1n:2) If n is hosen as in part 1, show that a=b � 1=(n + 1) is a fration that whenwritten in lowest terms has numerator is less than a.1



3) Use the Priniple of Strong Indution from Problem Set 3 to show that everyrational number a=b as above an be written as a sum:ab = 1n1 + � � �+ 1nkfor some distint natural numbers ni. (For instane 49=90 = 1=3 + 1=9 + 1=10.)Suh frations are often alled \Egyptian frations" beause the anient Egyptians didall of their rational number arithmeti using them (for some reason they didn't likefrations with a numerator di�erent from 1). They wrote all frations this way, thenomputed sums and produts via tabulations that have survived in anient papyrusmanusripts { the \Rhind papyrus" is probably the most famous example. It isone of the oldest surviving anient mathematial douments. There is an interestingdisussion of this online athttp://www-gap.ds.st-and.a.uk/~history/HistTopis/Egyptian papyri.htmlAssignmentGroup writeups due by 5:00pm on Monday, Otober 4.
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